Constructing reliable parametric images using enhanced GLLS for dynamic SPECT.
The generalized linear least square (GLLS) method can successfully construct unbiased parametric images from dynamic positron emission tomography data. Quantitative dynamic single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) also has the potential to generate physiological parametric images. However, the high level of noise, intrinsic in SPECT, can give rise to unsuccessful voxelwise fitting using GLLS, resulting in physiologically meaningless estimates. In this paper, we systematically investigated the applicability of our recently proposed approaches to improve the reliability of GLLS to parametric image generation from noisy dynamic SPECT data. The proposed approaches include use of a prior estimate of distribution volume (V(d)), a bootstrap Monte Carlo (BMC) resampling technique, as well as a combination of both techniques. Full Monte Carlo simulations were performed to generate dynamic projection data, which were then reconstructed with and without resolution recovery, before generating parametric images with the proposed methods. Four experimental clinical datasets were also included in the analysis. The GLLS methods incorporating BMC resampling could successfully and reliably generate parametric images. For high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) imaging data, the BMC-aided GLLS provided the best estimates of K(1) , while the BMC-V(d)-aided GLLS proved superior for estimating V(d). The improvement in reliability gained with BMC-aided GLLS in low SNR image data came at the expense of some overestimation of V(d) and increased computation time.